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基于 Java 语言，采用 C/S 架构，结合 PowerBuilder、数据窗口、存储过程等技术，
以 Eclipse 3.2 为开发工具，通过 SQL Server2005 数据库实现了数据的存储，使




































With the rapid development of information technology and increasingly fierce 
business competition, enterprises are no longer satisfied with the operation mode of 
independent, fragmented, the enterprise is in need of more solutions work together, 
comprehensive, integrated. However, the network is the best way to solve the 
bottleneck problem due to the physical distance creates the information exchange is 
not smooth, consultative communication inconvenient. The rapid development of the 
domestic exhibition industry, exhibition management is becoming more and more 
complicated, the traditional manually based exhibition mode of operation, limitations 
increasingly highlighted: propaganda means a single, low efficiency of management, 
the lack of interaction ways between organizers and exhibitors, managers can not 
master all kinds of dynamic information such as real-time show.  
The exhibition management urgently needs a kind of auxiliary management tools, 
to promote the exhibition publicity breadth and depth, improve the efficiency of 
internal management, reduce management cost, to strengthen information exchange 
and interaction between exhibitors, to provide convenient, fast information service for 
the exhibitors, to improve its overall management efficiency and market 
competitiveness. Therefore to establish a flexible, efficient information management 
system has been imperative. 
This dissertation analyses the development and the scale of Xinjiang Urumqi 
City Convention and exhibition industry, the design and implementation of 
management system for the Xinjiang Urumqi International Expo Center Exhibition 
industry. Firstly, this dissertation uses the object-oriented analysis method, focuses on 
the analysis and collection of the business needs of the system, the system use case 
model UML unified modeling language; secondly, through the demand analysis, the 
overall design scheme of the system, including software architecture design, function 















use case diagram, sequence diagram model, a detailed description of the core 
functions of the system, has laid the foundation for the realization of the system; 
finally, based on the Java language, using C/S framework, combined with 
PowerBuilder, data window, storage process technology, using Eclipse 3.2 as the 
development tool, through the SQL Server2005 database to realize data storage the 
use of Visio 2010, Rational, Rose2003 drawing tools to build the data model diagram 
corresponding. 
The system has realized the main functions of management, procurement 
management, exhibitors exhibition units management, query and statistics, system 
management, and has been put into trial operation, achieved the expected goal. 
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